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Abstract

Latent Semantic Indexing is a powerful linear algebraic method for dimension

reduction. It is also very useful in solving synonymy problem of textual corpora. A corpora of
several documents representing as a bag of features is represented as a Term-Document matrix
(TDM), where a Term represents a feature. A TDM can also be a visualization of an experiment
repeated several times on an unknown system, where a term of the TDM represents an unknown
variable of the system and a document of the TDM represents experiment iteration. Using LSI, a
large hyper-space of a corpora or a system could be decomposed into three smaller matrices (Left
Singular matrix 'U', Right Singular Matrix 'V', Diagonal matrix of Singular values 'S') as a function
of rank 'K', a scalar value. The rank is expected to be optimally smaller, with which the hyperspace
could be represented in a sub-space without much of data loss. The choice of Rank 'K' is critical
because if the value is chosen to be smaller than optimal, the derived subspace representation is
rendered useless as the data loss could become high. We propose a method to mathematically
derive the optimal rank, which ensures the best subspace representation of a large hyper-space
TDM in reduced dimension. We prove the efficiency of our method by comparing the accuracy
values of synonymy measurements made on reduced dimension subspaces that are cut at different
'K' values.
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Introduction

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model is the application of Single Value
Decomposition (SVD) on a hyperspace called Term Document Matrix (TDM)
constructed from a corpus, which is represented using a fixed vocabulary of terms.
LSI is based on the assumption that there is always an underlying hidden semantic
structure in the pattern of word-usage across documents, rather than just surface
level choice of words. LSI attempts to identify this hidden semantic structure
through statistical techniques and uses it to represent and retrieve information.
This is done by modeling the association (co-occurrence patterns) that exists
amongst terms and documents. LSI transforms the term-document vector space
(hyperspace) into a more compact latent semantic space. Each dimension in the
reduced space corresponds to an artificial concept. These concepts loosely
correspond to a set of terms. It is believed that in the vector space of reduced
dimensionality, the words referring to related concepts, i.e., words that co-occur,
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are collapsed into the same dimension. Latent semantic space is thus able to
capture similarities that go beyond term similarity. In the latent semantic space, a
query and a document can have high similarity even if the document does not
contain a query term, provided the terms are semantically related.
In this paper, we discuss about the importance of an optimal rank while building
LSI models, which directly controls the accuracy of Information Retrieval
capacity of the LSI model. We also discuss the issues in estimating the optimal
rank by the traditional trial-and-error method. We present our systematic approach
to estimation of optimal rank by analyzing the singular values of a LSI model.
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Related Work

Choosing the optimal dimensionality reduction parameter K (aka, the rank of the
SVD problem), for every document collection remains empirical. Traditionally,
the optimal K has been chosen by running several sets of queries with known
relevant document sets for different values of K. The K that results in the best
retrieval performance is chosen as the optimal K for the chosen document
collection. The optimal K value falls typically in the range of 100-300
dimensions. This has been an important topic of research for several years.
Berry [2, 3] describes the SVD process and interprets the resulting matrices in a
geometric context. They show that the SVD, truncated to k dimensions, gives the
optimal rank approximation to the original matrix. Wiemer-Hastings [4] shows
that the power of LSI comes primarily from the SVD algorithm. Other researchers
have proposed theoretical approaches to understanding LSI. Zha and Simon
describe LSI in terms of a subspace model and propose a statistical test for
choosing the optimal number of dimensions for a given collection [5]. Story
discusses LSI‘s relationship to statistical regression and Bayesian methods [6].
Ding constructs a statistical model for LSI using the cosine similarity measure,
showing that the term similarity and document similarity matrices are formed
during the maximum likelihood estimation, and LSI is the optimal solution to this
model [8]. Ding and He show the unsupervised dimension reduction is closely
related to unsupervised learning, and use the top SVD dimensions to identify good
centroid starting points for a K-means clustering algorithm [7]. Although other
researchers have explored the SVD algorithm to provide an understanding of
SVD-based information retrieval systems, to our knowledge Schutze was the first
to study the values produced by LSI [9]. Kontostathis et al later expanded upon
this work, showing that the SVD exploits higher order term co-occurrence in a
collection, and showing the correlation between the values produced in the termterm matrix and the performance of LSI [10]. They further extended these results
to determine the most critical values in an LSI system [11]. Sudarsun et al [17]
described the trial and error method for optimal rank estimation. In the following
sections, we show that the term relationship information can be found within the
first few dimensions of the SVD and explained how to find that optimal
dimension.
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Background

Latent Semantic Indexing on a text corpus represented by a Term-Document
Matrix, Amn is achieved by performing Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on
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the matrix Amn, which in turn gets decomposed into three relatively smaller
matrices— a term-to-concept vector matrix (Uik), a singular values matrix (Skk),
and a concept-to-document vector matrix, (Vkj), with the parameter ‘k’, which is
the rank of the SVD decomposition. Typically, the value of ‘k’ is far lesser in
comparison with the magnitude of ‘m’ and ‘n’, which are the dimensions of the
TDM. The decomposed matrices comply with the following criteria:


A = U∙S∙VT

(1)



UT∙U = VT∙V = IK

(2)



U∙UT = IM

(3)



V∙VT = IN

(4)




S11 > S22 > S33 > ... > SKK
Sij = 0, if i ≠ j

(5)
(6)

LSI captures the co-occurrence patterns of the keywords and documents that were
used to build the hyperspace TDM. LSI estimates the co-occurrence of features
based on the frequency and association in the hyperspace.
3.1

Choice of Rank

The input matrix ‘Amn’ could be reconstructed from the decomposed matrices by
computing the product of U, S & VT. The purpose of SVD is to reduce the
dimension of the original TDM to a sub-space controlled by the parameter ‘K’.
LSI attempts to find the best sub-space representation of the input matrix ‘A’, in
lesser dimension such that all the important information about ‘A’ are preserved
and the statistically useless information are left behind. The choice of ‘K’ is
critical because if the value of ‘K’ is too low, the decomposition may end up
under-representing the hyperspace TDM. Alternately, if the choice of ‘K’ is too
high, the decomposed sub-space may over-represent the hyperspace by adding in
noise components.
3.2

Rank Vs Precision

If we consider plotting the change in Precision values while evaluating an LSI
model against the change in Rank, Ki, it becomes clear that the precision values
saturate after a particular rank Koptimal, followed by a slow decay. From figure 1, it
is apparent that the precision saturates at rank (K=100), which we would call the
optimal rank, Koptimal. To the left of Koptimal, the precision is low, because of under
representation of prominent data from the hyperspace TDM. To the right of
Koptimal, the precision appears to be decaying slowly because of the over
representation of the sub-space with added in noise components.
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Figure 1: Variation on Precision measured against increasing the rank of the LSI model. It is
apparent that the global maximum of the precision is around the critical rank. The left part of the
critical rank is a scenario of under-fitting and to the right of the critical rank is the scenario of
over-fitting.

3.3

Definitions

Definition 3.3.1
The rank of a matrix is defined as the number of Eigen
values of the matrix. The rank of a matrix is determined by evaluating the
following determinant equation:│A − λΙ│= 0

(7)

Where ‘A’ is the TDM, ‘I’ is an Identity matrix and the values of ‘λ’ are the Eigen
values. If the input matrix Amn is not a square matrix, the number of Eigen values
(aka the rank) is less than or equal to min(m, n).
Definition 3.3.2
The LSI Rank or the Optimal Rank of a LSI model is the
smallest number of Eigen values sorted in the descending order with which the
hyperspace could be represented in the reduced dimension subspace with
acceptable data loss. Consider the matrix decomposition equation as in (1) by
assuming a Term-Document-Matrix Amxn dimension being decomposed in to three
matrices Umxm, Srxr and Vnxn.
Amxn = Umxm ∙ Srxr ∙ VTnxn

(8)

When the optimal rank k << r is identified, the equation becomes:
A’mxn ≈ Umxk ∙ Skxk ∙ VTkxn

(9)

This means,

Lt A'  A

k r

(10)
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3.4

Subjectivity of Optimal Rank

The choice of optimal rank can be interpreted subjectively as well depending upon
the sensitivity to average data loss. Consider the application of dimension
reduction with gray scale images. A gray scale image could be visualized as a
hypothetical hyperspace where each pixel is treated as a feature. Although, it is a
overkill to consider too many features, it is worth considering as a test case for
understanding the optimal rank subjectively.
Consider the following images reconstructed from the SVD decomposed matrices
which were cut at various k-values. It becomes apparent that the quality of the
image increases with the number of included dimensions as dictated by choice of
LSI rank ‘k’.

Figure 2: Examples of gray scale images ( reconstructed from SVD decomposed matrices that
were cut at various ‘k’ values. First row from the left, the optimal rank ‘k optimal’ is fit at at 100%,
70%, 50% of the TDM rank respectively. Second row from the left, the optimal rank is set at 20%,
10%, 5% of the TDM rank respectively.

The best choice of optimal rank koptimal from the above figure remains subjective
to an observer based on his sensitivity to the noise in the image. To us, the best
rank is around 20% of the rank of the TDM.
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4 Proposed Methods
4.1

Singular Values Slope Method

We have attempted to identify the optimal K value by analyzing the S matrix of
the decomposed hyperspace TDM. Our consideration is to find the optimal value
of k by using the singular values, which is sorted in the descending order during
the decomposition process. When we plotted the singular values, we were able to
witness the relationship between the slope of the S-value plot and the slope of the
precision value plot.
4.1.1 Singular Values
When a scatter plot of the singular values ‘Si’ against the rank ‘Ki’ is made, it
becomes apparent that the values saturate after a particular ‘K’ value, which we
call as ‘Kcritical’. Kcritical is defined as a chosen K value where the slope of the
singular value plot (alternately, dS/dK) becomes less than a pre-determined
threshold value, which is typically in the range of 1E-3. It is interesting to note
that the Kcritical estimated using the singular value plot and the Koptimal estimated
using the precision plot is in the likelihood. So, it should be possible to estimate
Koptimal from just the slope information of the Singular values of a LSI model.

Figure 3: Exponential decay plot of the singular values generated by a typical LSI model built
using 100,000 documents and 40,000 terms.

4.1.2 Experiment
LSI model could be used to identify synonymous keywords and documents given
an input query, which could be a keyword or a document. We chose to test the
model using the query keywords and validated the precision of the synonymous
keywords returned as results from the input query. We considered testing the LSI
model built using technical documents from several industries. We carefully
chose evenly distributed keywords from every industrial domain such that the
query space is uniformly populated. A evaluation set is created using the chosen
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uniformly distributed keyword queries along with the probable synonymous
keywords handpicked from the chosen technical document corpus. The chosen
keywords are queried against the model and the results generated by the model are
validated against our evaluation set to compute the precision score for every
query. The plot of precision against rank would appear like figure 1.
The steps are listed below—
a) Select a corpus of several thousand technical text documents that are
uniformly distributed across several industrial domains.
b) Select several keywords from each industrial domain that could represent
the breadth of the industry
c) Build an LSI model using the corpus
d) Normalize the singular values
e) Plot the singular values of the LSI model
a. Setup a threshold value (typically 1E-3)
b. Find the cut in point, where the slope of the magnitude is less than
the set threshold
c. If the cut in point is too low or too high than expected, the
threshold may have to be tuned.
f) Cut the LSI model at different K values
g) For each K value
a. Run the query set against the model
b. Evaluate the results generated by the model
c. Compute the precision on a industry basis
d. Compute the average precision
h) Plot the average precision against every K value
i) Compare the plots and conclude.
4.1.3 Algorithm
The algorithm for the estimation of optimal K from the singular values is based on
the slope ‘dS/dK’, where dS/dK is the differentiation of scalar value ‘S’, with
respect to Rank ‘K’. The threshold value of 1E-3 is empirically found for our
chosen corpus. The threshold could be tuned, if needed, for suiting a different
corpus.
Algorithm 1: S Values Normalization
Input: Skk
Let Si:= Diagonal elements of Skk
Let Total:= Sum of all elements in Si
Let Sum:= 0
Let P:= -1
For i in 1, K
Let Sum:= Sum+S[i]
If Sum/Total > 0.5
P:= i
Break
Endif
Endfor
If P eq -1
Report Error
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Return
Endif
Let Total:=0
For i in P, K
Let Total:= Total+S[i]
Endfor
For i in P, K
Let S[i]:=S[i]/Total
Endfor
Remove elements 1,P-1 from S
Return S,P
Algorithm 2: Find Critical K
Input: S, P, Threshold
For i in P+1, K
If (S[i]-S[i-1]) < Threshold
Return i
Endif
Endfor
Return K
While normalizing the Singular values, we chose to eliminate the first few
elements because of their high magnitude. When high magnitude values are used
in the normalization, the average value gets skewed toward the high magnitude
side. To avoid this problem, we chose to eliminate the elements that contribute to
just about 50% of the total magnitude of the estimated subspace representation.
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of eliminating the high magnitude
components of S matrix. It would be interesting to see that 50% of the magnitude
is covered roughly within the first 20 odd singular values. The normalized and
truncated S values are used to measure the first-order differential to find the slope.
When the slope becomes smaller than the set threshold for a particular ‘k’ value, it
is declared that the current ‘k’ value becomes the critical ‘K’. Algorithm 2
describes the procedure in finding the ‘K’.
4.1.4

Illustration

We performed an experiment as per the procedure described in section IV (B)
using a corpus of 100,000 technical text documents. We have evaluated the model
for ranks ranging from 50 to 500 in steps of 50 and plotted the precision values.
Similarly, we did a plot of the Singular values of the model. The plots are shown
in figure 4. It is estimated that the model is performing best at rank K=300, which
is confirmed by the minimum slope of the singular values at K=300.
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Figure 4: Singular values (S) and Precision (P) plotted against Rank (K) for a LSI model built with
a technical text corpus of 100,000 documents.

4.2

Singular Values Area Method

The optimal K value could also be established by measuring the area under the
singular value plot. By integrating the curve fitting of the singular values, the area
under the curve could be measured. When we measured the area under the curve
at different values of K, we observed that the optimal K is stationed at the place
where the integral value is 90% of the total integral area under the curve.
4.2.1 Curve Fitting
The plot of the singular values could be visualized as a 2nd order exponential
decay function, whose parameter is the rank ‘r’. The curve is split in to two parts
for the sake of mathematical simplicity as a) Straight line fitting and b)
exponential decay fitting. Consider figure 5, which depicts a curve fitting process
where the curve is fitted as a combination of a straight line fit and an exponential
decay fit.
4.2.2 Integral Area
The area under the plot is computed in two steps; a) area under the straight line fit
and b) area under the exponential decay function. The area under the straight line
fit is a trapezoidal area (A1) and the area under the exponential curve is a finite
integral of the function as depicted by figure 5.

A1 

1
rtrapezoid * ( S 0  S trapezoid )
2

(11)

Where rtrapezoid is value of rank at which the straight line fitting ends and Strapezoid is
the corresponding S value for rtrapezoid.

A2 

rmax

e

 ( ax2  bx c )

dx

(12)

rtrapezoid
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where rmax is the maximum value of the LSI rank, the coefficients a, b, c are the
parameters of the 2nd order exponential decay function. In discrete form, the area
of the exponential decay fitting could be computed as:

A2 

rmax

S

i  rtrapezoid

(13)

i

Figure 5: Plot of singular values of a LSI model built with 100,000 documents. When a curve
approximation is fitted for these singular values, the first few singular values are generalized to a
straight line because of their high magnitude change as shown as A1. The latter values are
generalized to a 2nd order exponential decay function as shown as A2. The optimal rank is fitted at
k=150, based on the slope method.

The total area under the curve is the sum of areas A1 and A2, where A1 remains
constant in our scenario.
r

max
2
1
A  A1  A2  rtrapezoid * ( S 0  S trapezoid)   e ( ax bx c ) dx
2
rtrapezoid

(14)

The exponential curve area A2 could be rewritten as a function of rank ‘r’ as:
r

A2(r ) 

 ( ax
e

2

 bx c )

dx

(15)

rtrapezoid
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4.2.3 Computing Koptimal
From equation (15), we know that A  A2 . We define a threshold ρ, with which
the threshold area could be estimated. The typical value of ρ is found empirically
to be 0.9 (90%).

 typical  90%

(16)

Using the threshold ρ, we computed the threshold curve area Athreshold as:

Athreshold   * A(rmax )   * ( A1  A2(rmax ))

(17)

We can find the value of roptimal  0, rmax  where the area under the curve is greater
than or equal to Athreshold.

Koptimal  roptimal  arg A(r )  Athreshold

(18)

r

4.2.4 Illustration
If the plot in figure 5 is revisited, it is apparent that at optimal rank=150, the slope
of the plot is almost flat and the area under the curve is greater than or equal to
90% of the total area under the curve.
4.3

Trial and Error Method

The trial and error method is the traditionally followed method for estimating the
optimal rank of the LSI model. We have used this method for validating the
results of methods 4.1 and 4.2.
4.3.1 Building LSI models
In trial and error method, an LSI model is built with a high k-value based on the
best guess on number of useful dimensions of the hyperspace to represent the
TDM in a smaller subspace. From the high-k LSI model, several smaller models
are extracted by the truncating the model at various ‘k’ < high-‘k’. While
validating the model as per the proposed methods, we chose three models that we
cut at {koptimal – 50, koptimal, koptimal + 50} < high-k.
4.3.2 Evaluation Process
The evaluation process consists of three parts, a) Building the evaluation corpus
that is composed of keyword queries, b) Projecting the keyword queries on the
model, c) Model Accuracy Scoring.
Building the Evaluation Set
The evaluation set is aligned to the LSI model building corpus characterization
parameters. For instance, to a corpus of Candidate Resumes, the characterization
parameters are Years of experience, Industry domain, Certifications, Degrees,
Titles, Major, Skills, Affiliations, Occupation code, Demography, etc. The
evaluation set is built with keyword queries (terms of the TDM) such that there is
a uniform distribution across all the characterization parameters. We did not use
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document queries, as a text document in the hyperspace is just a bag of words
representation of keyword queries. Typically a document vector Ð is represented
as a bag of words constructed by words vectors wi taken from the vocabulary of
terms Ẉ that are scaled by the square root of singular diagonal matrix S:
Ð = ∑s∙wi

(19)

LSI Model Projection
The keyword queries are then projected on the model by document folding
technique, where the cosine similarity is measured between the keyword query
and all the terms known to the model. Upon sorting the cosine scores in
descending order, the most relevant terms known to the model are retrieved for all
the keyword queries.
Accuracy Scoring
The retrieved keywords for every keyword query are evaluated for precision. The
recall need not be measured as we are testing only the dimensions that are
required to retrieve the co-occurrence patterns learned by the model. When the
rank of the LSI model is lower than the optimal rank, the model remains under
represented. Similarly, the LSI model remains over represented when the rank of
the model is more than the optimal rank. In both the cases, the co-occurrence
estimation by the model should be lower than the global maximum.

Figure 6: A plot of average precision scores generated for five different query sets chosen based on
the training corpus characterization parameters. Three models are tested whose ‘k’ values were
cut at koptimal, koptimal + 50 and koptimal – 50, where koptimal is derived from the proposed methods.
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Figure 7: A plot of average precision for an evaluation set when tested against three models that
were cut at koptimal, koptimal + 50 and koptimal – 50.

5 Conclusion
There are no standard methods for choosing the optimal rank of the reduced
dimension while building SVD or LSI models. Usually the choice is made
through repeated trial and error. We have presented a couple of methods to
estimate the optimal rank using a simple and systematic procedure. From the
experiments, we made an important discovery about the co-occurrence and
correlation estimation of the LSI model, which is; the singular values of the LSI
model can also be visualized as the topic proportions in an aspect model. While
doing so, the optimal rank could be understood as the number of topics that are
distributed in the hyperspace. We could classify these topics into three categories,
viz. seeding or strong topics, secondary or supportive topics and the junk or noise
topics. The proportion of these topics is the main reason for the precision or
accuracy of the model. Absence of primary topics will directly affect the
accuracy, and the inclusion of the unnecessary junk topics degrades the
performance of the model, which was made evident in Figure 1. The optimal rank
is the cut-off point which ensures the inclusion of only the useful topics and thus
achieving higher accuracy.
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